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Boss. Neighbor. Old enough to be Wilkie's dad. Or... Daddy?When Wilkie discovers his to-be ex cheating on him, he packs and leaves. But he's now homeless, and without a job. Enter King.
Wilkie's too-handsome, too-hot new boss. Who also happens to be his "backdoor neighbor". What that means? Their bedroom windows face each other. Wilkie sees things he shouldn't. And
so does King. When Wilkie discovers his surprise pregnancy by his ex, he's horrified with himself. He needs someone and he doesn't know who to turn to. King helps him. In King's arms,
Wilkie feels safe. In King's arms, Wilkie feels treasured. In King's arms, Wilkie feels like... maybe he's not so tainted by his past anymore. Despite King's promises, can Wilkie really trust his
new Daddy not to walk out on him? Like every other alpha has? Boss Daddy's Knots is a 75,000-word standalone non-shifter MPreg romance novel with BOTH kinds of knots, size difference,
lots of hurt/comfort, and enough heat to redden your cheeks. HEA guaranteed!
EMT Bo Everett has seen his fair share of tragic accidents. Embarking upon a motorcycle accident is par for the course. But when he encounters the broken and injured wolf shifter, Ryker Hill,
everything he's ever known changes. Alpha Ryker is fighting for his life, and now he has more reason to fight like Hell. After all, the sexy paramedic is his mate, and he isn't about to let him get
away. Believing that alphas and omegas are equal, Bo has a lot to teach Ryker--in out and of the bedroom. But Ryker's hiding something---something that just might destroy everything these
two rugged men have built. Can Bo help Ryker reconcile his past for a chance at a family and future together? Get ready for a Wild Ride in this 50,000-word steamy gay paranormal romance.
As the two men buttheads, the alpha and the omega fall deeper in love. Can you hang on?
The Bikers BabyCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Mpreg non-shifter Romance Riley West is an alpha whose music career is exploding. While he has millions of adoring fans, he also has a secret that makes it impossible to live his life how
he’d like; he’s still reluctantly in the closet at the urging of his longtime manager. Three years of a grueling tour schedule have made him lonely and yearning for something more than just
stolen one night stands. He wants to come out and take a chance that his fans will still support him. Colin Robinson is a solar eclipse omega and also a bodyguard for Shield. He doesn’t really
know anything about Riley when they first meet, but sparks fly and the two men enjoy a passionate night together. When Colin realizes Riley is in the closet, he makes it clear he’d never have
been with him if he’d known. It’s a hard decision because he truly feels a connection to Riley and he wants more. Riley doesn’t want to say goodbye to Colin, so he hires Colin to be his
bodyguard while on tour. Colin agrees, but makes it clear their relationship must remain professional as long as Riley is in the closet and his employer. But sometimes things are easier said
than done. Mistakes happen. The problem is, when you’re a solar eclipse omega, one night of weakness usually means the pitter-patter of little feet won’t be far behind.
Blending into the woodwork may be the opposite of what most people want, but most people aren't Darren Jones, the youngest son in a large, boisterous family. Darren likes his quiet, settled
life in small town Knot Valley, he likes it just fine. No drama, no excitement, and plenty of tea and books—an introvert's dream, He's totally unprepared for the hunky, alpha Sergeant Jameson
Weaver to upend his family Christmas by doing the one thing most people don't anymore: see him. Newly retired Jameson can't help but notice the omega who thinks he's plain and hides
behind his shyness. Something about him calls to all Jameson's primal alpha instincts to claim and protect—feelings the loner in him has never felt before. But he's only visiting for the
holidays—he'd be no good for the younger man. Christmas has a way of working its magic, even if you don't believe in it. Well, Christmas and the folks of Knot Valley who know a good match
when they see it. The grizzled, broody alpha and introverted, quiet omega may seem like opposites in every way, but love, cocoa, interfering families, and the spirit of Christmas can change
their minds if they only change their hearts first. Welcome to Knot Valley, a sleepy small town in Eastern Washington. Knot Christmas Without You is the fifth in the series about super
dominant alphas and quirky omegas finding love and creating families in an alternate universe where mpreg is possible. Some of the books are reimagined from a different series. If you like
your MM steamy and endings happy, this hot series will get you right in the feels.
I wish I were brave enough to give into what his eyes promise, to just grab ahold of it and forget everything else. But life is never that easy, this I know. I'd learned it the hard way.Moving
halfway across the country to escape my past, I hadn't expected to run smack dab into someone like him. I'd been prepared to hide away in the little town, away from everyone and everything
I knew to lick my wounds and hopefully some day make a fresh start. But I knew that wasn't going to be possible with my pushy new boss who seems to see way too much when he looks at
me. Even the things I try hardest to hide.I knew there was more to my mousy new secretary but couldn't quite put my finger on what that more might be. Until I saw the real her, the woman she
kept hidden beneath the ugly suits and old maid bun. Now I've made it my mission to fix whatever went wrong in her life, since I've decided to claim her.
As an omega who is unable to shift due to a genetic defect, Hunter Pierce is broke and getting nowhere in life. A work trip up to Lake Tahoe is just what Hunter needs to unwind. He planned
on a short visit, but when he meets Mitch Carnelian, the sexy local hotelier at The Pines Resort, he begins to question his beliefs about his own weakness and his fear of love. Bad-boy, black-
bear shifter, and now hotel owner. Mitch Carnelian vowed never to return to his childhood hometown, but the death of his parents in a car accident forced Mitch and his brother to take over the
family business. When he meets Hunter, the scientist who infuriates and intrigues him, he sees that there is more to life than work and ambition. For the first time in his life, he begins to think
of a future with a mate and cubs of his own. The race is on for Hunter and Mitch to find a way to overcome their prejudices and save the shifter community of the Sierra Nevada Mountains for
an important reason—they’re expecting a baby. This is a standalone story with a happy ending and no cliffhangers. This story includes explicit love scenes and violence.
[Siren Publishing: The Stormy Glenn ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, shape-shifter, M/M, HEA] Papa Bear was president of the Blue Angels, one of the deadliest
biker clubs west of the Mississippi. He answered to no one, going where he wanted when he wanted. When being on the road so much takes its toll on him, Papa Bear heads to the woods to
let his bear roam free. Finding a man beaten and covered in blood was never part of that plan but turning his back on the wounded man just wasn't possible, especially since he suspects the
little wolf might be his mate. Bartholomew 'Bug' Matthews was on the run. Finding himself rescued by a burly tattooed biker was not where he expected to be but he wasn't complaining. Papa
Bear was the sexiest man Bug had ever seen. When the handsome man claims him, Bug couldn't be happier. But his joy is short lived when Papa Bear disappears, leaving Bug alone and in
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more danger than ever. When a vicious attack leaves Papa Bear with no memory of his mate, will he lose his one chance to find happiness or will Bug be able to protect himself and the secret
he holds? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Only one omega can give the king an heir needed to save his kingdom…and save himself… Wolf king Edric Rylan is forced to marry, not for love, but to avoid the destruction of his family's
dynasty. A prophecy he doesn't entirely believe has forced his hand. Either he marries a werewolf from the Silvius bloodline and produces an heir, or his kingdom is finished. Edric rules the
most powerful wolf kingdom in the U.S., and he's not about to watch everything he's built fall to pieces. But he faces big problems. First, the Silvius royal family was completely wiped out in his
grandfather's era. Second, he's gay. That complicates things when it comes to the nitty-gritty of making an heir. Fortunately, an eccentric old wolf seer has found a solution: a male omega wolf
named Julian Wilson—the offspring of a werewolf and a human—who can have a child. The omega is illegitimate, born on the wrong side of the sheets, and grew up around humans, but he has
Silvius blood in his veins. Edric knows his duty. He must mate this omega and produce his heir to stop the prophecy…and then he'll decide whether to keep the omega or exile him back to the
human world. But Julian is like no wolf he's ever met—not only hauntingly beautiful but unassuming, genuine…and kind. The omega is dangerous, but he's only a threat to Edric's rigid way of
seeing the world...and to his heart. Julian Wilson feels like a nobody. He works the drive-thru window at a fast-food joint, struggling to pay for night classes at the community college. So when
a limo rolls up and he's offered money to meet with a king, he's sure it's a scam or a joke. Then he loses his job. Desperate, he agrees to meet King Edric...and immediately regrets it. The
alpha wolf is so handsome and sexy that Julian has to stop himself from drooling over a man who could star in his fantasies. When the king asks for Julian's hand in marriage to avoid a
ruinous prophecy, he nearly falls over. Julian doesn't believe in prophecy, and this might turn out to be a loveless arranged marriage, but he's at the end of his rope. At least sex with Edric will
be hot, Julian will live in a palace, and he can do more good in the world as mate to a king than he ever could alone. Julian knows his duty. He must give this king his heir, doing his best to
protect the child he carries inside. Soon Julian is pregnant and discovers far more depth and passion to his mate than he first realized, even if the alpha doesn't like humans. Edric would be an
easy man to fall in love with... But there are wolves within the royal court seeking to end the union of a king and a tainted-blood omega and will stop at nothing to rip their love apart. Reader
note: contains M/M Mpreg, wolf shifters, hot romance elements, and male male love
When wishing for a new life, Elam finds out the hard way he should've been more specific.A year in the Alaskan wilderness was supposed to help nature photographer Elam determine his next move.
However, hitting his head and being rescued by one of the hottest men he's laid eyes on in a while is not getting him off to a great start. Elam is starting over and staying away from sexy guys is part of his
new regime. He has a career to nurture in addition to repairing his bruised ego after his rat of an ex cheated on him multiple times.Nicolai is a rare, blue-eyed white wolf shifter. He's also an Alpha and the
expected heir to his pack in the Alaskan Wolf Alliance. Much to his father's dismay, Nic has stepped aside as ruler and ceded his spot as future head of the pack to his younger brother. As a gay shifter, he'll
never be able to provide a biological heir and has no intention of claiming a female mate for the sole purpose of giving him a pup. Instead, he's made a life for himself miles away from the pack in his own
section of woods.However, fate intervenes and puts Nic on a collision course with a human mate. While Nic's wolf might be on board with the idea, Nic wants no part of it. Why would he want to get tangled up
with the stunning Elam only to have his cold heart ripped away once Elam decides it's time to leave Alaska for good? There's also the small detail that humans know nothing of the existence of shifters.When
chemistry, love and the truth of what the growly Nic is blindsides Elam, he has some tough decisions to make. Does he let Nic turn him? Never go back to his old home? But the biggest surprise is yet to be
revealed when Nic and Elam discover the new life Elam had hoped for is more than just his own-and that there are wolves who are frothing at the mouth to destroy it. Author's Note: Rescued by the Alpha is
Book One in the Alaskan Wolf Alliance series and features an Alpha and omega who are fated to have lots of steamy, knotty fun and to make beautiful babies together. This suspenseful, action tale does
include some peril to Dad and baby. But, there's a fluffy, feel-good HEA and we all know wolves don't cheat, so no worries there!
Can love really heal all wounds? A recent tragedy has taken almost everything from Nate and left him feeling empty and alone. His parents are gone, he has no home and no money, and he’s lost part of his
leg in a boating accident. Being with Brian, Nate's childhood best friend and crush, feels like home, like his life before he lost everything. But Nate is worried that things are too different between them now and
that Brian won’t want him when he finds out about his injury. Brian regrets not having made a move when Nate’s parents moved the family away during their sophomore year in high school. The kiss that
never happened between them has haunted Brian for years. When he sees Nate again he realizes he’s been given another chance with the love of his life, and he’s not going to blow it this time. Can Brian
convince Nate of his love? Can that love give Nate his life back? Is it possible for two boys who knew each other as childhood best friends to come together as men and find that they really were meant to be
together all along? His Steamy Summer is a childhood crush/second chance romance of 30k words. It includes some tragedy and angst, a lot of feels, some incredibly hot sex and male pregnancy, and the
kind of disgustingly optimistic HEA you've come to expect from Xander Collins.
How far will one man go to protect the man he loves? As a personal assistant to Thomas, a former hockey player, Eric encounters his fair share of hunky athletes. But when he meets his boss' new architect,
Eric can't deny the attraction he has for Daniel. However, Thomas is used to calling the shots and playing games by his own rules. And the last thing he wants is Eric to be swept off his feet by his new
architect. This time, Thomas is playing defense, refusing to let Daniel near his assistant. However, Daniel and Eric can't be stopped. The attraction is irresistible. As the two men succumb to their love and
desire for one another, tragedy strikes. Now, all three men must navigate the road to trust, loyalty, and family--together. But can they restore their sense of family when they're being torn apart? In this 50,000
word gay romance novel, the sense of love and family is challenged as three men question their place in each other's lives. With strong sexual content and hot, hunky men, you'll devour this story, begging for
more. But when one man discovers he's pregnant, how far will they have to go to save the family they chose together?
An omega who lives life on the run, and an alpha who will never give up... Mike Sloan is U.S. Army Airborne and as tough as they come. He's just retired after a distinguished career and is enjoying a drink in
a Detroit bar when Colin Parker walks through the door. The attraction is instant and staggering. Colin is everything Mike wants in a man—lean, gorgeous, and with soulful, unforgettable eyes. Perfect for a
night of hot fun. There's also something about Colin that Mike can't deny, something that draws him irresistibly toward the other man. But the bar is a rough one, and not friendly to men who love men. Mike
isn't worried. No one dares mess with him. But Colin is ambushed in the back of the bar when he's alone. Mike rushes to his rescue, saving him from a brutal attack. Blaming himself for not stopping it sooner,
Mike's only choice now is to take Colin home and make him feel so incredible he will forget every bruise. But when Mike wakes after an incredible night together, Colin is gone... Not only is Colin gay, but he
also has the rare omega gene, which means he can get pregnant. He's been on his own for years, roaming the country, never putting down roots. He distrusts strangers, but after Mike comes to his rescue,
he loses all sense and gives in to his heart. But a scorching-hot night with Mike isn't enough to make him settle down anywhere for long. He's been on the road ever since his family disowned him for what he
was. It's only a matter of time until Mike rejects him too, so it is best to leave. Only his luck has run out. He's pregnant with Mike's child. How can he ever face the man again? Little does he know that Mike is
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not a man to give up—ever—on having the thing he wants. And what he wants is Colin. Reader note: contains M/M Mpreg, alpha military heroes, hot romance elements, and male male love
Marley: My pay as a yoga instructor isn’t much, and I’m behind on every single one of my bills. As a result, the repo man came to take my car, but I hatched a plan. It’s dirty, amoral, and sooo wrong …
especially since my visitor turned out to be a handsome alpha male. Justin: I’m the CEO of a repo company. I went by Marley’s place to repossess her car, but then the curvy girl makes me an offer I can’t
refuse: that sexy body in exchange for letting her keep her vehicle. The kicker? I’m not just enjoying her lush assets as payment … I’m giving her a baby along the way! This story is next in the series after
First Time Escort and My Roommate’s Dad, except this time, it’s Marley who’s in desperate straits. But never fear, our curvy girl is sassy, feisty, and determined, and she’ll find happiness in the end! Say
YES to bouncing babies, handsome alpha males, and curvy ladies who get their guys. All of my books may be read as standalones, but you’ll enjoy the cameos from your favorite characters. No cheating, no
cliffhangers, and always a HEA for my readers.
Two months ago Irena and Vincenzo spent a heady week together. Their connection was instant, deep, strong. Yet it could never last—she was destined to marry another. Now Irena is pregnant and alone.
Vincenzo has never forgotten Irena. When he hears of her plight he takes control the only way he knows how—by offering marriage! Life in Vincenzo's Mediterranean palazzo seems idyllic—but Vincenzo is
about to discover that the tiny baby inside Irena belongs to him….
I've been giving Axel not so subtle hints for months.He comes in once a week for a shave and takes a piece of my heart with him every time he goes. The late night barbershop here at Principal Ink feels more
like home than the crowded apartment I share with several roommates. I know Brandon wants me as much as I want him, but there's a secret I've kept from the people at the social club connecting the tattoo
shop with the barbershop where Brandon works, and exposing my secret might burst the bubble I've created. He might not want me after I reveal what I've been hiding. One night, a box shows up at Principal
Ink, a box that will change our lives forever. Axel won't have a choice but to come clean, but will Brandon ever be able to trust him again?The Alpha's Biker-Kissed Omega is a sweet with knotty heat mpreg
with a rescued baby, successful but troubled alpha, and the omega who makes them a family.
Something hot is cooking in paradise... Omega Miguel Ramirez was the barbecue master of Catalejo island for five years in a row - before he was dethroned by Dominic Perez. Determined to take back his
crown, a freak accident lands Miguel in the hospital with two broken arms, leaving his schemes for culinary revenge all but stymied. Meanwhile, alpha Dominic is still basking in the glow of his most recent
victory when a newcomer comes to town, testing recipes at the local restaurants. The islanders rave about the new guy's cooking and Dominic realizes his days as barbecue king may be numbered.
Determined to win no matter the cost, bitter rivals Dominic and Miguel join forces. But the two men are like oil and water with a history that stretches back for decades. As the heat of competition fuels untold
passions between Miguel and Dominic, and unexpected pregnancy threatens to change their lives forever. Can these two men break through decades of resentment and sate their sizzling hunger, once and
for all? Alpha's Prize is a 75,000-word omegaverse tale that will whet your appetite... but satisfy your thirst for hot, gay romance action. With red-hot scenes of steaming sex, this male pregnancy tale is for
adults-only.
One baby. One week. One chance at love. Wealthy businessman Finn Walker is out of his element when his baby nephew is dumped on his doorstep. After single-handedly raising his kid sister, handsome
alpha biker Slade knows a thing or two about babies. What he needs is a foot in the door on a big construction deal - one Finn can provide. Finn suggests an exchange: Slade gets a fair shot at a lucrative
bid, and Finn takes Slade on as his baby coach. An intense week of baby boot camp begins... but with the two hot men in such close contact, the undeniable chemistry threatens to take over. Will they amend
their original week-long exchange to include a very sexy clause? And what happens after their seven days are up? The Biker's Baby is a fun and sexy new 50,000-word gay mpreg romance tale from Austin
Bates that will leave you breathless.
Just when Emmett thought things couldn't get any worse... Orphaned at the age of nine and sent to live with his abusive uncle, Emmett Keefer felt his life was over before it even
began. Eleven years later, desperation gives him the courage to run...right in front of a moving vehicle. Not his smartest decision, but he can't be too upset when he winds up in
the arms of his gorgeous hunk of a rescuer. As a mixed breed wolf shifter, Ryker Sullivan long ago accepted that he would never be Alpha of his own pack. Instead, he focuses
on saving other shifters from being persecuted or, worse, killed for not being pure breeds. Getting involved with the human who ran in front of his truck would be a giant mistake,
but he can't just walk away from nearly running over the guy. The attraction is instant on both sides and giving into a one-night stand seems harmless, but neither man is
prepared for the truth about Emmett and how his mother died...or how it will change their lives forever.
Lonely alpha doctor Arlo wants to be a father, but he doesn't have much time to meet omegas, especially ones who see him as more than an ATM. His omega assistant Ollie is
perpetually heartbroken over an alpha coworker who got away. Ollie won't let himself love any man who might actually love him back.After a morning commute together, Arlo and
Ollie succumb to their mutual passions. Ollie is fertile and ready to be pregnant, but he knows no man will love him, and he'll have to be a single father. That and there's a tall,
buff omega named Otto who's a much better match for Arlo than Ollie could ever be. Ollie isn't pregnant. Or that's what he tells Arlo, anyway.If Arlo is ready to settle down and
Ollie finally believes that he's good enough to love, they can find love and fatherhood together.Sweet Pregnant Omega is a non-shifter male pregnancy romance with two sweet
guys, a sassy omega's exhausting pregnancy, strange sandwich orders, rooftop love, a really cute baby, and a feel-good HEA.
One of Each (Omega House #4)While on a mountain bike ride, Gunnar is excited to discover that his favorite state park has a hot new ranger manning the check-in station.
Despite being an alpha himself, Gunnar has always been drawn to both alphas and omegas, so flirting with sexy alpha, Collin Rich, comes easily.Sean has been living with his
brother at Omega House since they were homeless teens. Now wanting to branch out on his own, Sean is trying to earn a photography internship through the college program
he's in. But when his attempt to take a photo of a rare still-life goes wrong, he finds himself swept into the arms of Gunnar and the new ranger, Collin. Collin can't explain why, but
he's developed a fascination with the two men after being forced into a life-threatening situation with them. Now his thoughts are consumed with Gunnar and Sean and how he
wishes they could all be together. When Sean makes a bad decision that leads him to a dangerous situation, Collin and Gunnar become his knights in shining armor just in the
nick of time. One of Each is a triad love story between two alphas and an omega they rescue.Disclaimer: This book contains sexually explicit adult content that includes sex
scenes between two alphas and an omega. The book is intended only for readers over the age of 18 who enjoy male-male-male sexual themes. The book is approximately
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29,000 words in length and does not end in a cliffhanger.
18+ for language and sexual situations. Jasmine Buckley’s busy life has no room for anything that doesn’t involve color palettes, fragrance samples, or building her burgeoning
cosmetic empire. And she’s certainly too damn busy for a man. Too bad for her, she’s about to meet a man who could either be the makeover her love life needs, or the ultimate
test of her new waterproof mascara formula. Valen "Alamo" Slater is the unapologetic Sgt. At. Arms for the Dogs of Fire MC in Savannah. Alamo is used to getting what he
wants, and right now what he wants is Jasmine Buckley. The beautiful and fiery redhead is everything he’s ever wanted in a woman. The problem is, she has rules…strict ones.
Lucky for him, there’s never been a rule he couldn’t bend…or break. When Alamo discovers his sister severely beaten, his pursuit of justice plunges him into the heart of an ever-
present and growing darkness in Savannah. With everyone and everything he loves in danger, Alamo must face the demons of his past in order to protect his future.
"As much as I felt bad for this Elisha person-God, my heart was breaking for the young man and all he'd been through-I was also angry. I'd left that pack in my rearview ten years
ago for a good reason."Matthias Longclaw is happy living his life on the back of his beloved Harley with his five best friends and brothers-in-arms at his side. The West Coast
Wolves are a rare pack of alphas, made up of unwanted orphans and second-born sons. The packs they were born to may not have wanted them, but they've built a solid family
of their own. They help where they can, doing random acts of kindness and expecting nothing in return, just helping to build a world they want to live in.Then Matt gets a call from
an old childhood buddy. He's being called back-begged to return-to reclaim his birthright and save a life in the process. The problem is... to do it, he will have to take a mate. And
if he refuses? The omega will die. Torn between his duty to help others and his resentment of his old pack, Matt never expects for Elisha Whitetail to tilt his world and change
everything. Can Matt and Elisha rebuild a broken pack while tending to a new love and a growing family while dealing with outside threats from neighboring packs? They're
wolves. Strong, proud, and willing to do what it takes when their community needs them... whatever it takes.This is the first in a new mpreg series about finding joy in a hard
world, building family, and discovering that life can surprise a person when they least expect it. Although this world has harsher themes than my previous books, it still has the
same heart you'd expect. Plus a dose of my irreverent humor and all the naughty, knotty heat that comes with true mates. It wouldn't be a Susi Hawke book without it. Be sure to
read the author's note at the beginning for possible trigger warnings.
An unexpected reunion offers an Alpha and Omega a second chance... Ten years ago, omega Alex Cary's fiancé broke his heart and left him with nothing. He's got a good
career as a home chef, but he's lost his ability to trust. Alpha Sol Delaney loved Alex more than oxygen, but he was dependent on his father's money. When his father demanded
he break things off with the foster kid from the Bronx, Sol had no choice. Ten years later, a freshly divorced Sol has returned to New York with his young son in tow. He wants
Alex back, but it's not that easy: Sol's ex-husband and his mother in law are trying to drag Sol back, and there's no length to which they won't go. This intense 85,000-word
omegaverse romance is overflowing with passion, drama, and of course, clothes-ripping sex. Hot and descriptive bedroom action makes this gay paranormal mpreg romance
suitable for adults only!
A hotshot lawyer desperate to start a family. A star baseball player who's been screwed out of his future. Ty Cunningham comes from old money, but he's never been content to
live on privilege. He's the youngest partner in his firm, and the only omega partner. He's worked hard to get where he is, and he's proud of what he's accomplished. One thing is
missing - a child to share it with. Carter Bowman has it all. Drop-dead looks, a fantastic career, and a baseball All Star. The one thing he doesn't have is money sense. When he
falls prey to a scam artist posing as a financial advisor, he's close to broke. A buddy suggests he marry for money - Carter hadn't planned to get married until his career was over,
but he's desperate. A contract with Ty seems like the ideal solution, but what happens when feelings and family get in the way? Sizzling, unmitigated passion. A spark of love.
Tough decisions and moral dilemmas... this gay mpreg omegaverse tale has it all.
Non-Shifter Mpreg Romance. Enemies to lovers. Pierce MacPherson is a solar eclipse omega with a chip on his shoulder. He was in a horrible relationship where his alpha sold
him to other alphas for their pleasure, and now that he's free, he definitely has a thing against alphas. Seth Rider works for Shield and he's an alpha with no desire to settle down
with one woman. But when he discovers that a one night stand eight years ago produced a daughter he'd never heard of, he steps up to the challenge. The problem is, Seth
doesn't know the first thing about raising a kid. Pierce has some experience working with kids and when they meet, Pierce is guilted in to helping out for a week. It's only
supposed to be one week. But when Seth starts having unusual sexual feelings toward Pierce, things get a little complicated. And when the two men give into their urges, and
Pierce gets pregnant, things get even more muddled.
You'd think the world's best divination agent would know what it's like to love someone...I can peer into the future and divine your fated mate, but not everyone is destined to fall
in love. In order to keep my powers strong, I swore a sacred vow to sacrifice love forever. When a cup of spilled tea gets me intimately acquainted with the hands of alpha Markos
Plaintail, I find my oath suddenly tested. Single dad to Elise, a gregarious little girl full of questions about what it takes to become a divination agent, Markos is the first alpha in
my life who has looked past my oddness to see the real me. He's been scarred by a shattered romance, and so we both have our reasons for putting up walls around our hearts.
I need to let things go, and that should make it easy-so why do I so badly want to help him see he can love again?Let Me Find Your Omega is book 4 in The Moonstar Dating
Agency series and can be read as a stand-alone. A sweet family romance featuring fortune-telling, witchy omegas, and heat worthy of a higher plane of existence. NO cheating,
NO cliffhangers, and a satisfying happily-ever-after! The Moonstar Dating Agency series shares the same rich contemporary shifter world, similar themes, and some reoccurring
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characters. It is designed to be enjoyed in any order you choose.
Lola is being hunted by her past, stalked with every step she takes. Sheltered with the pack of her dreams, at first it seems like the hardest challenge isn't even staying safe from Indy.
Tensions at work are at a tipping point and after taking the role of management's spy, Lola's in the crossfire if anything goes wrong.As romances between Lola and the pack members are
developing left and right, the woman who swore she wanted nothing to do with alpha is turning to them like a bloom to the sun. If only it weren't just one monstrous alpha that twisted her own
thoughts. Lola is quickly realizing that her worst enemy is herself, and it's like walking the tightrope to find a balance with the pack that gives her strength rather than sends her toppling to the
ground.But Indy won't be ignored. One way or another, he's determined to get his hands on her again. Lola needs more than a pack to shield her. She needs to be ready to fight.
A detective, a bad boy, and an undeniable attraction... Logan Morales is a bad boy omega. He's lived a hard life on the streets of La Bonita. When's he scooped up during a police raid, it looks
like it's all over for good. Fortunately for Logan, the hot alpha-in-denial detective Ramos Fuentes seems him exactly for what he is - a gold mine of information that can be turned against a
crime boss. Unfortunately for Ramos, the infuriatingly attractive Logan is making things hard for him... in more ways than one. Will the newly-minted alpha be able to protect his omega - even
when the threat gets personal? And what will they do when they discover there's a baby on the way? This 50,000-word male pregnancy romance is liberally sprinkled with scenes of spicy sex -
adults only!
Jacqueline already had her happy-ever-after...Or so she thought--until her husband left her for a woman who could give him a child... and already had. Now she's divorced before thirty,
working herself to the bone to pay off the mortgage on a house that will never be full of the children she dreamed of.Wolf shifter Arlo lost his pack years ago.He found a new home in Hideaway
Cove, where shifters can reveal their true natures safe from human eyes. He has friends, a new family, a job. Everything he needs to build a life. But without a pack, there's still a hole in his
heart--even if he can't see it.Three shifter kids desperately need a family...Jacqueline doesn't know what to expect when she responds to an emergency call-out in a remote marine reserve,
but it's nothing like this: three lost children who can turn into seals, and a ruggedly handsome man who makes her blood run hotter than it ever has before.Jacqueline gave up on happy
endings long ago. Arlo thought he'd already found his--at least, as happy as he was ever going to get. But with three unruly seal shifter kids in the mix, they're about to find out just how wrong
they were.THE SEA WOLF'S MATE is a hot and heart-warming shifter romance about finding love and family where you least expect it. All Hideaway Cove books can be read as standalones,
with happy ever afters guaranteed!
An alpha's murky history is about to catch up with him . . . and this time, his omega may not be able to save him.Eight years ago, Raff left his motorcycle-gang days behind when he fell in love
with defense attorney Chris. Now they're married, fathers to the most beautiful little girl. Raff struggles each day to make amends for past mistakes, and he's turning things around. Who knew
life could be so sweet and simple? It's not always sunshine and rainbows, but Raff and Chris are committed to making it work.But when an old acquaintance drops by uninvited and threatens
to reveal Raff's darkest secret, the newly reformed alpha is faced with a tough decision. Will he succumb to his darker inclinations to protect his family from the ghosts of his former life, or will
he risk it all by standing in the light?In Broken Bliss, the 60,000-word second volume of the Hot Alaska Nights series, an alpha and omega find their second chance at love and family under
threat. How far will they go to protect their new blissful life?
Dreams really do come true … When Daniel goes into a debilitating super-heat while delivering a package to the office of one of the wealthiest men in town, he is horrified. It’s not like any
other heat he’s had before, and he finds out it could have been caused by some very compatible pheromones. Those of billionaire Cameron Styles. He can’t fathom that Cameron could be
interested in a poor, young omega like him, but when he’s asked to move into Cameron’s penthouse condo, he can’t turn down the chance to live out some of his dreams. Cameron has
hidden himself away in his penthouse ever since his omega partner was killed in an accident. He has made sure to not come into contact with anyone who might set off his powerful alpha
hormones, or touch his heart. Until Daniel walks into his office, that is. After Cameron inhales Daniel’s scent and sees the sweetness in his eyes, he can’t get him out of his mind. But he’s
afraid of love and pain, and most of all, of scaring an innocent omega with his depraved desires. Can two people from different backgrounds let go of the pain in their pasts and come together
to find the love they’re searching for? His Wildest Dream is a Cinderfella-style romance of 46k words. It includes a May/December relationship between a sweet, innocent omega from a poor
part of town and a reclusive billionaire single dad, and is served up with a side of kink. It is a very sweet, incredibly hot mpreg romance with kids, babies, a lavish wedding, and a super-HEA
that will have you smiling from ear to ear.
Riley Morgan went to the lake to ride out his heat alone, but due to his intense urge to have sex, he sleeps with Endre, an exceedingly handsome, random guy he meets. When Endre's knot
begins to form, he realizes they aren't just having sex, they're mating. Endre has a problem. He glossed over the obvious signs that Riley is an omega and ends up locked inside him. There'd
be major repercussions if the world found out the Prince of Andolva was an alpha and impregnated an omega, so he has to bid him farewell. But after they part ways, he knows he made the
wrong decision.Now they can't seem to find each other, and if Endre can't locate Riley soon, they might never see each other again because The Omega Relocation Unit, a branch of the
government that hunts down omegas and traps them in preserves, has been on patrol in Riley's neighborhood. One misstep from him, and he's taken away forever.THIS BOOK ENDS ON A
CLIFFHANGER BECAUSE THE STORY CONTINUES IN BOOK TWO.
A Reverse Harem Mpreg Omegaverse novel
To find happiness, two lost souls may need a miracle ... but could the miracle have been inside them all along? Eleven-years-ago, Jake broke Stephen's heart. Now he's back, acting like
nothing ever happened. All Stephen wants is to move on and start a family of his own. But he can't find the right man to start over with. When Jake is hired as the director of Stephen's clinic,
will Stephen ever be able to escape his ex ... and does he really want to? When Jake left town, he thought he was doing the right thing. But no matter how hard he tried to forget, his heart
couldn't leave Stephen behind. But getting Stephen back means telling him the truth about why he left and the tragedies that followed. Jake wants Stephen. But is Jake brave enough to reveal
the deepest parts of his soul to have a second chance at love? Will a sick baby force these two reluctant exes to risk it all, let go of the past, and let each other back in? His Deepest Desire is
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a second chance romance of 36k words, with heart-wrenching moments, super hot intimacy between two men, not one … but two cuddly babies, and a beautiful HEA that will most likely bring
tears to your eyes.
Enemies to Lovers. Blade Carr and Wyatt Smith are bodyguards from rival agencies who can’t stand each other. Blade is a younger omega who thinks, Wyatt, a slightly older alpha, is
arrogant and disrespectful. Wyatt believes Blade is nothing but a cocky punk. But when Wyatt receives a death threat, his boss decides the last place anyone will look for him is at Blade’s
house. Both men dread spending time together and are shocked when, despite their dislike of one another, they are suddenly physically attracted to each other. When they give into their lust
one night, Blade just wants to pretend the perplexing night of passion never happened, but when the younger omega discovers he’s pregnant, the two men are forced to form a closer bond as
they try to find a way to come together for the child. This is a heartwarming, but steamy, 55,000 word story featuring a non-shifter Alpha/Omega world and contains mpreg (male pregnancy).
This is a standalone fated-mate, gay for you story and Book One in the: Bodyguards and Babies mpreg series.
JACKMy life ended when I was sixteen. Not literally - I'm no ghost, I just feel like one. Byproduct of losing your pack to a plague that skips you by like you're not worth the effort. Chose all the
good ones and you're what was left behind. Survivor's guilt, people call it. I just call it like I see it.I do a decent job of going through the motions. I've got a good reputation as an alpha, and
everyone loves to joke about the only vegan alpha in North America. Some days even I'm convinced that this is it. As good as it gets.Then Dylan Kapernit walks into my shop and blows that
theory to hell. Its like everything was gray and now there's technicolor. He pops, no matter what corner he tries to hide in. Like my eye can't help but be drawn to him, just to make sure he's
alright. There's something about this widowed father that brings my protective alpha instincts surging to the surface. In ways I've forgotten how to handle.So of course my efforts to make things
better only make it all worse. Put Dylan, his whole family in danger. For a second, I forgot about the curse of being me.But I won't forget again. And I'll do whatever it takes to make it right.To
make sure nothing ever threatens the man I love again. Even once I'm gone...DYLANAfter my mate died, I was sure I would never love again. But I've got a track record of being wrong about
everything.I thought Micah and I would grow old together. That one stupid mistake couldn't destroy my whole world. That I could be enough for my daughter, that I could make up for my past
sins. I thought I was doing okay.I don't know what I believe in anymore, but I know its not myself. Which is why I can't tell if Jack Hickam is my redemption or my punishment.One moment he's
everything I thought I'd never have again, and the next he's my new greatest mistake, bringing unimaginable danger to my door. My daughter's door.Only now it seems I was wrong again, that
I turned my back on the one man who just wanted to have it. I don't know if I'm too late to fix things. I always have been before.All I know is I still have to try.This 50,000 word novel about
vegan alphas, mpreg, and life after loss comes complete with a HEA no one's immune to - as long as they're over eighteen
ANTHONY I never thought I was the guy who loses his head when someone tall, dark and dangerous looks my way. Who'd risk everything for a taste of something that's never as good as it
seems. It only takes one night with my best friend's brother to change that. The secrecy is what drew me in, not the way my skin tingled from the moment I lay eyes on him. No, it was intrigue
that led me to seek out the eldest Roscoe prince, the mysterious black sheep of the family. Where had he been until now? Why did scandalized whispers follow him into every room? What
sins in his past had even my best friend wanting nothing to do with him? I don't know if he's as dangerous as everyone claims. I don't know why I'm the only one who thinks there might be
more to him than this darkness everyone else sees. All I know is I can't stop looking for proof I'm right...because I'm already in way too deep. RYAN I thought prison had prepared me for this.
The stares, the cold shoulders, the contempt...but it doesn't matter. I can't take back what I've done. I'm not sure I would, even if I could. There's only one shining light in the darkness, a
brightness I can't look away from, no matter how many people warn me I should. Anthony, my little brother's best friend. They say I'll only hurt him too, and they're not wrong. Yet every time he
shows up at my door, I can't help but let him in. I don't know why he believes I'm worth it, what he sees that nobody else does. I just know that I need it. Crave it. Crave him. And when a one-
night stand leads to unexpected consequences, when he finally starts to listen to them and pull away...all I know is I'll do anything to stop it. I don't know how he convinced me I could be the
man he deserves, but he did. I can. And I'll do anything to prove it. This book is 55,000 words of American royalty and their dirty family secrets, mpreg and a brooding ex-con's love child, not to
mention blackmail, bar brawls and secrets that refuse to stay buried. Come for the sex and scandal, stay for the sweetness....but only if you're over eighteen!
This is Percy. Percy loves balloons. Balloons are fun! But Percy has a small problem . . . . . . and to solve it, he'll need a really big idea! Paul Schmid, the author and artist of Hugs From Pearl,
presents a story about an adorably prickly character with a big heart. Percy shows that there is no problem too big for a plucky porcupine to solve!
After escaping a secret facility that's experimenting on omegas, Jasper stumbles across the one shifter who will risk everything to protect him.Omega Jasper might not yet be out of his teens,
but he's already suffered a lifetime of misery. When his domineering father can't match Jasper with a prestigious gay Alpha, he finds a more sinister way to achieve his goal. Jasper's only
choice is to break free from his prison-even if it costs him his life.Hawk is a half-Native, half-wolf shifter member of the beta-driven Guardian Pack. While on perimeter duty, he discovers a
runaway omega in the woods who is cold, scared and injured. His senses scream that he and Jasper are fated mates. But, before he can act on their shared destiny, Hawk needs to
investigate why Jasper was being held captive. Maybe the strange tales from the ancient texts of their ancestors are real after all...
Both will betray the pack. Can they save each other? In the Louisiana bayou, the bond between alpha and omega burns hot and dangerous. Kevin was a beautiful contradiction of vulnerability
and fury wrapped in pure sex appeal. It was all I could do to hold my wolf in check. If I pushed too hard, I'd lose. I couldn't afford to lose Kevin. Already, this omega had become precious. I
hadn't come here to find a mate. That didn't matter. The omega was mine and I was his, whether we liked it or not. His name was Blaze, and Kevin was playing with fire. Our eyes met. It was
just dinner. Blaze kept to the boundaries of our agreement, but I wanted more. I'd never felt this way about an alpha. Blaze was everything I wanted and everything I couldn't have. Alpha Blaze
is an action-packed mpreg romance novel of 64,000 words with hot werewolf bikers, bad language, smutty-times, knotting, and men who get pregnant. Warning: this book contains a tough-as-
nails omega struggling to overcome a painful past (incl. rape trauma and miscarriage) and a strong, sensitive alpha who will do anything to win his omega's heart. If you love your mpreg
romance with a dollop of angst and a healthy helping of action, start reading Alpha Blaze today!
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